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Description Stock #383721 - LOADED UP AND READY TO HIT THE ROAD!!! TONS OF ROOM &
STORAGE!!!Get ready to conquer the open road with the 2018 Raptor 362 TS. This
beast of a fifth wheel delivers an exhilarating combination of power, comfort, and
style, making every journey a memorable adventure.Built with adventure in mind,
the Raptor 362 TS is equipped for off-road excursions and camping in style. Its
rugged exterior ensures durability, while the spacious interior offers a luxurious
retreat after a day of exploration.The 2018 Raptor 362 TS is not just a trailer; it's a
force to be reckoned with. Towing capabilities that defy expectations, ensuring
you can bring along all your toys and gear for the ultimate outdoor
experience.Step inside to discover a world of comfort and luxury. The interior
boasts modern amenities, including a fully equipped kitchen, entertainment
system, and plush sleeping quarters. Whether you're on the road or parked at your
favorite campsite, the Raptor 362 TS provides a home away from home.With its
innovative toy hauler design, this Raptor model lets you bring your ATVs,
motorcycles, or other recreational vehicles along for the ride. The garage space is
versatile, allowing you to transport and enjoy your favorite toys without
compromising on living space.Stay connected even in the remote corners of the
world with advanced connectivity features. The Raptor 362 TS ensures you're
always in touch, whether it's for work or sharing your latest adventures on social
media.Don't miss your chance to own the 2018 Raptor 362 TS - where power
meets luxury for the ultimate adventure on wheels. Grab life by the horns and
unleash the thrill of the open road!We are looking for people all over the country
who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product and like
the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to
learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer may be accepted!
Submit your offer today!Reason for selling is no longer uses the unit..You have
questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling
your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands of units
every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll get started selling
your RV today.
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Basic information Year: 2018
Stock Number: 383721
VIN Number: rvusa-383721
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 36

Item address 32754, Mims, Florida, United States
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